A new t ype of f i el d-i nduced s pi n-dens i t y wave i s s hown t o occur i n a weak-coupling layered model which may be relevant for the highly anisotropic electronic structure of the Bechgaard salts. The modulation vector of this instability is perpendicular to the layers and close to the direction of the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the reciprocal layers. The magnitude of the modulation vector, order parameter and critical temperature have an oscillatory dependence on the magnitude of the magnetic field.
Introduction
The Bechgaard salts (TMTSF)2X [1] ,where TMTSF stands for tetramethyl--tetraselenafulvalenium C10H12Sc4 and X denotes an anion like PF6, AsF 6 , C1O4, etc., exhibit a great variety of electronic phases, depending on pressure and magnetic field. They crystallize in the triclinic system with the unit cell parameters α = 7.3 Å , b = 7.7 Å and d = 13.5 Å, and the angles between the unit cell axes α = 83°, β = 860 and γ = 71º [2] . The electronic stucture is very anisotropic, and can be described in a first approximation by the energy band with the transfer integrals t a : tb :
Ń 100 : 10 : 0.3, the largest bandwidth 2t a 0.7 eV and one electron per unit cell [3, 4] . The wave vector components kx y z are directed along the reciprocal axes α*, b* and, respectively, d*. Since the transfer integral is much smaller than t a and tb we may consider these compounds as made of a succession of α, b-layers, periodically arranged and weakly coupled along the d-direction.
The Fermi sea corresponding to this electronic structure is completely filled along the y-and z-directions, and the Fermi surface has a nesting vector (2kF, π/b, r/d) with 2kF = π/α. Consequently, modulation instabilities may be expected to occur in these compounds [5] . Indeed, in the absence of the magnetic field it was found that some of them undergo a spin-density wave (SDW) transition below 10-20 K, while others exhibit a fluctuating charge-density wave, as driven by anion ordering; under moderate pressure (< 15 kbar) most of these materials become superconducting below 2-3 K [6] .
Anomalous behaviour has been reported at least for X = PF 6 , ClO4 compounds when a moderate magnetic field (~ 10 T) is applied approximately perpendicular to the layers. It includes Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in the magnetoresistance [7] , NMR magnetization [8] , Hall-type effect [9, 10] , and field-dependent anomalies in the electronic specific heat [11] . The information gathered from such pieces of evidence has led to the suggestion that closed electronic orbits may exist in the α*, b*-plane in the presence of the magnetic field, and that a SDW may survive (providing the pressure is not very high) below 10 K and for certain values of the magnetic field above a threshold value of ~ 2-3 T.
Indeed, the SDW response in the magnetic field has been investigated within the quasi-classical approximation [12, 13] , and field-induced instabilities have been found to persist, with the modulation vector close to that of the SDW occurring in the absence of the magnetic field. The reason for such a behaviour is that an imperfect nesting can partly be recovered for certain values of the magnetic f i e l d , d u e t o t h e c o m b i n e d o r b i t a l a n d Z e e m a n e f f e c t s . H o w e v e r , t h e a p p l i c a t i o n of these results to the Bechgaard salts is questionable, since the quasi-classical approximation requires quasi-free electron states, i.e. quasi-isotropic dependence of the energy on the wave vector, with relatively small wavelengths, while the electronic stucture of the Bechgaard salts is highly anisotropic. On the other hand, it is difficult to reconcile the existence of closed electronic orbits and a :testing vector of the Fermi surface in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic held.
Here we provide an alternate description of a succession of field-induced SDW instabilities in a weak-coupling layered model of the Bechgaard salts. It s shown that the large anisotropy of the transfer integrals t o and tb leads to an effective-mass approximation (instead of the quasi-classical approximation) for the electron motion in the α*, b*-plane in the presence of the magnetic field applied along the d-axis. Solving for the energy eigenvalues we obtain a series of Landau bands, which do not overlap if the inter-layer coupling is weak enough (or the magnetic field is high). These Landau bands are one-dimensional, i.e. they only depend on the wave vector component kza l o n g t h e d * -d i r e c t i o n ( i . e . p e r p e n d i c u l a r to the layers). The Fermi "surface" of the partly filled top band reduces to ±kF, where kF is the Fermi wave vector. Consequently, modulation instabilities may occur along the directiom perpendicular to the layers (and close to the direction of t h e ma g n e t i c f i e l d ) , wh o s e 2 k 4 -wa v e v e c t o r v a r i e s p e r i o d i c a l l y wi t h t h e ma g n i t u d e of t he magnet i c f i el d. The cr i t i cal t emper at ur e and t he or der par amet er of s uch a SDW instability are estimated and shown to have an oscillatory dependence on the magnitude of the magnetic field.
Landau energy bands
We consider the motion of an electron in a crystalline potential which gives rise to the energy band (1) , and simultaneously in a magnetic field directed along the d-axis. The corresponding vector potential can therefore be written as Ax = -Hy, Ay = Az = 0, where II is practically the magnitude of the applied magnetic field, as a consequence of the fact that the triclinic angles differ only slightly from the right angles. Applying a magnetic field the energy changes only little, while the symmetry of the Hamiltonian is reduced such as it has not any more the crystal periodicity. Consequently, whereas the crystalline energy bands are practically preserved, the Brillouin zones become meaningless in the presence of the magnetic field, and they may only be kept as a matter of convention. For low energy the electron motion in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field is localized over distances of the order of the cyclotron length G. Since this length is much larger than the lattice constants for practically all the available values of the magnetic fleld, it follows that a continuum-lattice approximation is vahd for the electron motion in the α*, b*-plane as long as the corresponding energy does not exceed the crystalline energy. Usually, i.e. for quasi-isotropic electronic stuctures, this only holds for low values of the filling factor. However, in the case of highly anisotropic electronic structures the continuum-lattice approximation may also hold for rather high values of the filling factor. We shall show this by comparing the Fermi level ,u of the continuum-lattice approximation with the Fermi level μc of the crystalline electronic structure in the case of the Bechgaard salts.
The continuum-lattice approximation for the energy band (1) in the kx , ky -plane reads
The corresponding Fermi level for half-filling is readily obtained as μ= π
where the small contribution of tc =1 meV has been neglected. Making use of t 4 0.35 eV and tb = 35 meV we get µ = 0.35 eV. The Fermi level µc of the h a l f -f i l l e d b a n d ( 1 ) i s o b t a i n e d f r o m it gives the modulation parameter of the Fermi surface sin δ = tb/t a Ń 1/10 and μc = t a + tb = 0.38 eV (the small contribution coming from tc being again neglected). One can see that μ < μc and the continuum-lattice approximation is applicable. We emphasize that this is a consequence of the high anisotropy of the transfer integrals t a and tb, the inequality π √ t a t h < t a + t b h o l d i n g f o r tb/t a < 0.13. On the contrary, the quasi-classical approximation is not valid for such highly anisotropic electronic structures. Indeed, the open electronic orbits on the Fermi surface are almost straight lines in this case for the half-filling, and the magnitude of the electron wave vector varies by almost a reciprocal vector on moving along such an orbit. Consequently, the electron wavelength changes by an amount of the order of the lattice constants when the electron moves over distances of the order of the unit cell size, and the quasi-classical approximation is not applicable.
The effective (Peierls) Hamiltonian provided by the continuum-lattice approximation (2) in the presence of the magnetic field is given by where px ,y are the corresponding components of the momentum, β= eħ/2mc is the Bohr magneton, σ = ±1/2 is the spin projection and the effective masses mα = ħ 2 /α 2 t α and mb = ħ 2 /b2 tb have been introduced. The crystal wave functions along the z-direction and the plane waves along the x-direction are therefore preserved, but the electron wave functions along the y-direction become those of a displaced harmonic oscillator. We note that the characteristic scale length of these wave functions is the cyclotron length Gc = (φ0b/πHα)1/2(.tb/tα)¼ , where; Φ0= hc/e = 4.14 x 10 -7 T.m2 is the quanta of magnetic flux. The energy eigenvalues corresponding to the effective-mass Hamiltonian (4) are given by the Landau bands where the effective mass m* = (mα mb)½ has been introduced, and n denotes the quantum number of the harmonic oscillator state. These energy bands depend only on the kz-component of the wave vector, and correspond to closed electronic orbits in the α*, b*-plane. Conventionally, one may say that the Fermi sea shrinks around the central z-axis of the Brillouin zone to a set of cylindrical sheets which extend up to kx α =√2π(tb/t α ) 1 / 4 and ky b = √2π(1α/tb)¼=π√2.. Therefore, the higher energy states of the crystal are depleted to the lower ones in the presence of the magnetic field in a highly anisotropic electronic structure. We note that a similar conclusion has been reached in studying a closely related model of layered stucture [14] .
The effective mass m* = (m α mb) 1 / 2 = ħ2 / αb(ta t b)1 /2 is close to the free electron mass for the Bechgaard salts. Indeed, using αn = 7.3 Å, b = 7.7 Å, t a 0.35 eV and tb =3 5 m e V w e g e t m 1 . 2 m . C o n s e q u e n t l y , t h e a v e r a g e interband spacing obtained from (5) (5) and (6) that the lowest band 1 = 0 is filled with electron states having all spins up, while the upper bands l= 1, 2, ... contain electron states with both spin orientations. The bands have also a "transverse" degeneracy, the number of states per unit area and per spin being nxy = H/φ0 . The total density of states for each spin orientation in each band is therefore n0 = H/¢0d.
We assume now that the energy bands (6) do not overlap, i.e. the transfer integral tc is as small, or the magnetic field H is as high as 2βH > 24. For a weakly-coupled layered structure the transfer integral tc can be as small as this condition be fulfilled for relatively low values of the magnetic field. Using the value tc ti 1 meV for the Bechgaard salts we get Π > 15 T. For the more realistic energy bands given by (5) the non-overlap condition reads (m/m*)2βH > 2t c , which leads to H > (φ0/πab)(tc/ √ t α t b ) t i 2 0 T . H o w e v e r , w e n o t e t h a t t h e a c t u a l t r a n s f e r integral tc given by the band structure calculations may, in fact, be smaller, which would reduce the rather high threshold field given above. It can also be reduced by higher values of the in-layer transfer integrals to and tb, which would also bring m* closer to m. We also note that variations in the band stucture parameters may change these conditions, a circumstance which may explain the variability of the magnetic properties among the members of the Bechgaard salts family, as well as the disappearance of these properties by increasing pressure.
Assuming the non-overlap condition satisfied the energy bands (6) are fully occupied except the top one, which has therefore a Fermi wave vector kF. The corresponding density of electron states with a given spin orientation is ň = n x y k F / π = n 0 n , w h e r e w e h a v e i n t r o 
i . e . i t i s s l i g h t l y b e l o w t h e F e r m i l e v e l o f t h e continuum-lattice approximation.
We remark that the reduced Fermi wave vector η given by (8) and (9) varies periodically between O and 1 on varying the field. For subsequent use we also compute here the density of states per energy at one of the Fermi "surface" ends, and per spin which also varies periodically with the magnetic field.
Field-induced SDW
The one-dimensional Fermi "surface" of the partly filled top bands obtained in the preceding section may exhibit, in principle, various instabilities. We note that a charge-density wave has been pointed out in a similar one-dimensional model [15] , in connection with the magnetoresistance anomalies in graphite [16] . We shall restrict ourselves to looking for a SDW instability, as brought about by a purely electronic interaction of Hubbard type [17] . We shall also assume that there is only one partly filled top band, i.e. only one Fermi wave vector kF. As we have discussed above this assumption amounts to neglecting the Zeeman splitting and to the non-overlapping condition. The Zeeman splitting is negligible as long as the effective mass m* is close to the free electron mass m, as it seems to happen in the Bechgaard salts. We note that a modulation instability of a subband with polarized spins is simultaneously both a charge-and a spin-density wave. The non-overlapping condition discussed in the preceding section yields rather high values of the threshold magnetic field. However, it is easy to see that we can still have only one Fermi wave vector for certain lower values of the magnetic field. Indeed, if the bands overlap, two or more kF,s may occur. At the beginning this happens for the reduced Fermi wave vector η near zero or unity, so that for rather large regions inside the strips given by (9) we still have only one Fermi wave vector. Leaving aside those regions where H is near neφ0d(2l ± 1) -1 we may apply the results of the model even for lower values of H , providing that we limit ourselves to η near 1/2. However, as the overlap increases the regions where the Fermi "surface" breaks into many pieces are more and more frequent, and there appear many electron and hole pockets and a cascade of competing instabilities.
According to these assumptions we may write down a one-dimensional, single-band model Hamiltonian where εk = tc(l -cos kd), V is the volume of the sample, σ = -σ and λ is the coupling strength. The interband matrix elements of the interaction have been left aside, and the "transverse" degeneracy is included in (11) as an overall factor. This Hamiltonian is relevant for each 1 = 1, 2, ... band, except the lowest one (l = 0), where all the spins are parallel and the Hubbbard-type matrix elements vanish.
Although more general situations can be imagined we restrict ourselves to looking for a SDW order parameter which may be taken real and spin independent. The spin density is then given by
We assume that the critical temperature of this transition is low, so that we may leave aside the effects of various 'fluctuations and estimate it in the weak-coupling case of the mean-field approximation. As it is well known, the critical temperature is given in this case by Tc = 1.13ΔEexp(-1/λg), where g is the density of states (10) and ΔE is the bandwidth. Similarly, the gap parameter is provided by Δ = 1.78T
c . Since the bands are very narrow, we may approximate ΔE by t c (1 -cos πη) for 0 < η < 1/2 (electron conduction) and tc(1 + cos πη) for 1/2 < η < 1 (hole conduction). We obtain finally where the reduced Fermi wave vector η is given by (8) and (9) and λ0 = 2πΦ0tcd/λ.
As one can see from (14) , the critical temperature has an oscillatory variation with the magnetic field. It vanishes forΠ = n e φ 0 d ( 2 l ± 1 )
, a n d r e a c h e s a maximum value inside each of these regions. In order to estimate the magnitude of the critical temperature we may take the envelope of (14) for η = 1/2 We note that a similar H-dependence of the critical temperature has previously been used for the experimental data in some of the Bechgaard salts [4] .
The critical temperature given by (15) is fitted to the experimental data given in Refs. [4] and [10] for tc = 1 meV, which coincides with the result of the band stucture calculations, and λ 0 = 8 T; for these values Tc = 3 K for H = 10 T. Using λ 0 given below (14) we obtain a coupling strength of our model λ = 103 eV.Å3 . For H = 10 T we also find from (9) that the highest occupied band has l= 350, and the width of the region over which the critical temperature is non-vanishing is ~0.3 kOe (neΦ0d ~ 7 x 103 T ) .
Concluding remarks
In conclusion one may say that an example has been given of a field-induced SDW in a weak-coupling layered model which may be relevant for the Bechgaard salts. The highly anisotropic electronic structure of the model allows three particular conditions to be satisfied. First, the large difference between the in-layer transfer integrals t a and tb leads to an effective-mass approximation for the electron motion in the magnetic field, such as to minimize the energy. Consequently, one-dimensional Landau energy bands are obtained, which amounts to closed electronic orbits in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field and crystal wave functions along the direction perpendicular to the layers (and close to the direction of the magnetic field). Secondly, the effective mass is close to the free electron mass, such that the Zeeman splitting of the bands may be neglected. And thirdly, the interlayer coupling provided by the transfer integral tc is so weak that the bands do not overlap even for relatively low values of the magnetic field. Under these circumstances there is only one partly filled top band, whose one-dimensional Fermi "surface" may undergo modulation instabilities. The modulation vector of such an instability is perpendicular to the layers and its magnitude varies periodically with the magnitude of the magnetic field. The critical temperature and the gap parameter have been estimated for a SDW and shown to have an oscillatory dependence on the magnitude of the magnetic field. It has also been shown that the critical temperature of this model can reproduce satisfactorily the experimental data obtained for some Bechgaard salts from the indirect evidence of the Hall effect.
